The series ^an is defined to be summable by harmonic means if the sequence {tn} tends to a limit as ra-><x> [4] . If the series ^n \tn -tn-\\ is convergent, we say that the series is absolutely harmonic summable. It is known that the method of summability is absolutely regular and implies absolute Cesaro summability of every positive order [2] .
Let/(/)
be a periodic function, with period 2ir, and integrable (/) over (-tr, tr). We assume without any loss of generality that the Fourier series of f(t) is given by 00 00
(1.21) 22 (an cos nt + bn sin nt) = /L An(t), 1 1 and that flj(t)dt = 0. We write 4(0 =-{f(x + t)+f(x-t)}.
Mohanty [3] has considered the absolute Riesz summability of the series (1.22) J2 An(t)/log (n + I). 
For proving (i) we observe that
This proves the lemma completely. Now since |sin(w-A)i| ^(n-k)t and P"(« + l) =Pk(k + l) for k^n, we have Now since for k^ [ra/2], P" -P* = 0(1), we obtain y = y 1 y (f" -p*) sin(ra -a);
Finally since ££ sin nt = 0(l/t) for all a and b, we have by Abel's transformation -l/(n + 1) "-1 Pk sin(rc -k)t 32 r+l PnPn-1 k-ln/2] k+1 log(w -A + 1)
.oft17"-1-" 2 " a(-5-!-) ) \ T+1 P"P"_i k-mm I \A + 1 log(n -A+l)/ / + "(i)(fi*±!!.V / / \ r+l PnPn-1 » / (3.4 .o(i.V£-L_) \ < / \ r+i n2 log n/ \t J\t log r/ = 0(1), using Lemma 4 (ii).
Collecting (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), we see that the theorem is completely proved. I am very much indebted to Professor Misra for his kind interest and advice in the preparation of this paper.
